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Abstract
Creep behavior in interlaminar shear of an oxide-oxide ceramic composite was
investigated at 1100°C in laboratory air and in steam. The Nextel™720/aluminosilicate
(N720/AS) composite studied in this effort consists of a porous aluminosilicate matrix
reinforced with laminated, woven mullite/alumina Nextel™720 fibers, has no fiber
coating, and relies on the porous matrix for flaw tolerance. The interlaminar shear
properties were measured. The interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) was determined as 7.65
MPa. The creep behavior was examined for interlaminar shear stresses in the 2-6 MPa
range. Primary and secondary creep regimes were observed in all tests conducted in air
and in steam. Tertiary creep was noted in the tests performed at 6 MPa. Creep run-out,
defined as 100 h at creep stress, was not achieved in any of the tests. Larger creep strains
and higher creep strain rates were produced in steam. Surprisingly, the presence of steam
had a beneficial effect on creep lifetimes. Composite microstructure, as well as damage
and failure mechanisms were investigated. It appears that matrix strengthening occurred
in steam, which resulted in longer creep lifetimes in interlaminar shear.
Additionally, exploratory tension-torsion tests of thin-walled tubular specimens of
the N720/AS composite were performed at room temperature in laboratory air. These
tests were complemented with uniaxial compression tests designed to measure
compressive strength of the composite. The failure stress levels determined in combined
tension-torsion tests and in compression tests were used together with data from literature
to construct a biaxial failure envelope. The efficacy of Tsai-Wu and Tsai-Hill multiaxial
failure theories in predicting failure of the oxide-oxide N720/AS CMC was also explored.
iv
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF MECHNICAL BEHAVIOR OF AN
OXIDE/OXIDE CERAMIC COMPOSITE IN INTERLAMINAR SHEAR AND
UNDER COMBINED TENSION-TORSION LOADING
I. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Composites are a unique category of materials that can be engineered to meet specific
material property requirements. As the study of composites continues, the capability of
materials continues to increase. In general, composites are not new; not only have they
been made for thousands of years through the reinforcement of mud bricks with straw,
they occur naturally in both wood and bone [1]. A composite material consists of at least
two constituent materials (or phases) where the combined composite strength is greater
than that of the constituent materials acting independently [2]. Typically, one material,
the matrix, is weaker while the other phase, the reinforcement, is stiffer and stronger [2].
Composites offer high strength and stiffness combined with relatively low weight, thus
providing a class of materials that can excel in many different industrial applications [3].
Of the many industries that composites are now integrated into, the aerospace
industry is one of the largest. Since composites can be used to build lightweight stiff
structures that allow for reduced fuel consumption and emissions, the high cost
associated with composites is outweighed by the benefits they provide [4]. The aircraft
composite content has increased by 25-35% over the last 10 years to the point that, now
there are aircraft with 50% composite content by weight [5]. By volume, that equates to
almost 80% of the entire structure being comprised of composites [6]. Not only are
composites used to make aerospace parts lighter, they also can be used for high
temperature applications such as engine components. By designing composites that can
1

withstand higher operating temperatures inside an aircraft engine, fuel efficiency is
increased leading to less fuel consumption and lower operating costs [7].
Further research is required to develop composites for high temperature and thermal
protection applications. At high temperatures, materials experience additional conditions
which require specific design considerations and guidance [8]. For example, time
dependent inelastic strains, creep, thermal stresses due to temperature gradients, and
degradation of a material and its properties due to the high temperature environment must
be addressed [8]. In many aerospace applications, materials must operate at high
temperatures in oxidizing environment. Assuming the material of interest reacts with
oxygen, oxidation reactions can occur more rapidly at higher temperatures causing
significant degradation and erosion of the composite material. In thermal protection
systems (TPS), one side of the material experiences high temperatures while the other
remains cooler thus protecting what resides behind it. The thermal gradients created due
to heating only one side of a composite can create large internal stresses due to the
thermal mismatch of matrix and reinforcement [9]. All of these conditions, faced by
composites at higher temperatures, require further research to address these difficult
issues. Ultimately, a thorough understanding of how a material behaves under service
operating conditions is required before it can be safely and reliably used in a structural
component.
1.2 Problem Statement
Ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) are promising materials for a variety of high
temperature applications. However, before CMCs can be used, the structural integrity
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must be assured in simulated operating environments. Advanced thermal protection
systems (TPS) and aircraft engine components require structural materials that have
superior long-term mechanical properties under extreme environmental conditions such
as high temperature, high pressure, and water vapor. Among the most promising
candidate materials for these applications are ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), which
exhibit excellent strength and fracture toughness at high temperatures. Before CMCs can
be widely used in TPS applications, their structural integrity and long-term environmental
durability must be assured. In the TPS applications, CMCs are expected to experience
significant interlaminar shear stresses. Hence, a thorough understanding of CMC
behavior in interlaminar shear is needed. Characterization of the behavior in interlaminar
shear of candidate CMCs in relevant environments is critical to safe and reliable use of
these materials in TPS applications.
1.3 Research Objective
The objective of this research is twofold. First, this effort aims to investigate creep
behavior in interlaminar shear of an oxide-oxide CMC at elevated temperature in
laboratory air and in steam using double notch shear (DNS) specimens. In addition, the
research explores failure of the candidate CMC under combined tension-torsion loading.
The Nextel™720/ aluminosilicate (N720/AS) oxide-oxide CMC studied in this research
consists of an aluminosilicate matrix reinforced with laminated Nextel™720 aluminamullite fibers woven in an eight harness satin weave (8HSW). The N720/AS is currently
being considered for use in aerospace TPS.
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In this work, the behavior of N720/AS in interlaminar shear is characterized at a
maximum use temperature of 1100°C. The effects of steam environment on the
performance in interlaminar shear are identified. The understanding of the composite
behavior in interlaminar shear gained in this effort also provides insight into failure
modes likely under combined tension-torsion loading of the N720/AS thin-walled tubular
specimens fabricated using a novel involute ply lay-up. Exploratory tension-torsion tests
conducted in this effort advance the state of the art for biaxial testing of CMCs. These
exploratory tests also provide valuable information regarding failure modes and failure
stresses associated with combined tension-torsion loading. Finally, results of the biaxial
tests and of the uniaxial compression tests performed in this work together with data from
literature are used to evaluate the efficacy of existing failure theories in predicting failure
of the N720/AS CMC under biaxial tension-torsion loading. Ultimately, this research
effort will advance the key technologies essential for insertion of CMCs into TPS and/or
aircraft engine applications in the near future.
1.4 Methodology
1.4.1

Perform monotonic compression to failure tests on double notch shear (DNS)
specimens to determine the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS)

1.4.2

Perform creep tests at various levels of interlaminar shear stress on DNS
specimens at 1100°C in laboratory air to study creep behavior of the N720/AS
in interlaminar shear at the maximum use temperature.

1.4.3

To assess the effects of environment on high-temperature creep performance
in interlaminar shear of N720/AS, perform creep tests in interlaminar shear at
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1100°C in steam. Compare results obtained in steam to those produced in air.
Determine whether steam has a degrading or beneficial effect on creep
resistance and/or lifetimes of the N720/AS at 1100°C.
1.4.4

Perform exploratory tension-torsion tests on thin-walled tubular specimens at
room temperature in laboratory air to gain initial insight into the complex
material response under multiaxial loading. Measure failure stresses produced
under proportional tension-torsion loading with various ratios of axial stress to
shear stress.

1.4.5

Perform compression to failure tests on straight-sided uniaxial specimens at
room temperature in laboratory air to measure compressive strength of
N720/AS.

1.4.6

Use failure stresses measured in tension-torsion tests and in compression tests
together with data from literature to construct a preliminary failure envelope
for N720/AS CMC.

1.4.7

Assess applicability of existing multiaxial failure theories (i.e. Tsai-Hill and
Tsai-Wu failure theories) to predicting failure of N720/AS composite under
combined tension-torsion loading.

5

II. Background
2.1 Ceramics
Ceramics are a material class with the potential to fulfill the design requirements of
the cutting edge high temperature thermal protection systems and aerospace engine
applications. While monolithic ceramics have excellent high temperature properties, they
have significant drawbacks that must be considered. Monolithic ceramics have higher
strength and modulus of elasticity than metals and polymers while having lower densities
and thermal expansion coefficients [9]. However, the largest disadvantage of ceramics is
their low fracture toughness and their propensity to catastrophic failure [9]. For example,
when a ceramic cup is dropped, it shatters catastrophically while a metal mug would
absorb the impact by forming a dent (i.e. through plastic deformation). The strength of a
ceramic is dependent on and very sensitive to the flaw population. The flaws that are
inherent in all ceramic materials can grow to a critical size during use in extreme
environments. Once the flaw grows to a critical size, the ceramic fails in a catastrophic
manner [9]. While lowering the flaw population can improve durability of monolithic
ceramics, research into increasing the fracture toughness of ceramic materials has led to
development of ceramic matrix composites [9].
2.2 Ceramic Matrix Composites
The objective behind development of CMCs is to create a material system that
exhibits graceful failure while retaining the superior properties of monolithic ceramics.
The design philosophies behind CMCs focus on ensuring that cracks initiating in the
matrix are deflected around the fibers [10]. Ceramic matrix composites have already been
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employed in the aerospace industry. Because the CMCs offer superior high-temperature
strength combined with low weight compared to high-temperature alloys, they are
promising candidate materials for use in combustion turbine sections of an aircraft engine
[11]. It is believed that a 1-lb reduction in turbine weight will results in weight reduction
of up to 3-lb in the supporting structure [11]. Presently, GE is testing CMCs in the new
GE LEAP jet engine [11], the new Air Force Joint Strike Fighter uses CMCs in the
turbine vanes of the engine [12], and the Air Force is replacing seals on older F-16 engine
exhaust nozzles with new CMC seals [13].
The main advantage of CMCs over monolithic ceramics is their superior toughness,
tolerance to the presence of cracks and defects, and non-catastrophic mode of failure. It is
recognized that in order to avoid brittle fracture behavior in CMCs and improve the
damage tolerance, a weak fiber/matrix interface is needed, which serves to deflect matrix
cracks and to allow subsequent fiber pullout [14-16]. A schematic of a composite
material showing fibers, matrix and fiber/matrix interface is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the matrix surrounding the fibers in a composite.
After Figure 1.1 in [2].
7

Over the last 30 years extensive research at NASA has been devoted to
development of CMCs for hot-section engine components [17]. NASA researchers have
summarized goals and requirements for CMCs for engine applications (Table 1) [10].
Because of the high operating temperature of the hydrogen fuel engines of interest to
NASA [10], research efforts at NASA have focused on SiC fiber-reinforced SiC matrix
(SiC/SiC) CMC systems. The SiC/SiC CMCs offer numerous attractive properties. The
SiC/SiC have lower density and higher temperature capability compared to metal
superalloys as well as higher toughness and capacity for graceful failure compared to
monolithic ceramics. Furthermore, SiC/SiC CMCs have higher strength, temperature
capability, and creep resistance compared to oxide/oxide CMCs [17].

Table 1. Key CMC property goals, controlling factors, and demonstration
tests for CMC capabilities. After DiCarlo et al [18].
Key CMC Property Goals
High tensile Proportional Limit
Stress after CMC processing
High UTS and strain after CMC
processing
High UTS retention after interphase
exposure at intermediat
temperatures in wet oxygen
High creep resistance at upper use
temperature under high tensil
stresss
Long Rupture life at upper use
temperature under high tensile
stress
High thermal conductivity at all
service temperatures

Key Controlling
CMC Demonstration Test
Constituent Factors
Matrix Porosity,
Tensile stress-strain behavior in fiber
Fiber Content
direction at room temp and upper use temp
Fiber Strength, Fiber
Tensile stress-strain behavior in fiber
Content
direction at room temp and upper use temp
Fiber Coating
Composition
Matrix Creep, Fiber
Creep
Matrix Rupture,
Fiber-Rupture

Tensile stress-strain behavior after burner rig
near 800oC Rupture behavior of cracked CMC
near 800oC in air
Creep behavior in air at upper use
temperature under a constant tensile stress
~60% fo matrix cracking stress
Rupture life in air at upper use temperature
under a constant tensile stress ~60% fo
matrix cracking stress

Fiber-Coating-Matrix
Thermal conductivity from room temperature
Conductivity, Matrix
to upper use temperature
Porosity
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In many advanced aerospace applications, the fiber-reinforced CMCs will be
exposed to elevated temperatures and oxidizing environments. Therefore, the
thermodynamic stability and oxidation resistance of CMCs have become important
issues. While the SiC fiber-reinforced SiC matrix composites exhibit many excellent
properties, their constituents are intrinsically oxidation-prone. Oxidation embrittlement is
the most significant problem hindering SiC/SiC composites [19]. Typically, the
embrittlement occurs once oxygen enters through the matrix cracks and reacts with the
fibers and the fiber coatings [20-22]. The degradation of fibers and fiber coatings is
generally accelerated in the presence of moisture [23]. Several studies investigated
performance of CMCs consisting of both nonoxide and oxide constituents. Nonoxide
fiber/oxide matrix composites or oxide fiber/nonoxide matrix composites were found to
exhibit low oxidation resistance. For nonoxide/oxide CMCs, the high permeability
constant for the diffusion of oxygen causes rapid oxygen permeation through the oxide
matrix [24]. These considerations motivated the development of CMCs based on
environmentally stable oxide constituents [25-33].
A CMC can be designed to exhibit improved damage tolerance and graceful
failure by introducing a weak fiber/matrix interface which serves to deflect matrix cracks
and to allow subsequent fiber pull-out [14, 15, 34]. It is now widely accepted that similar
crack-deflecting behavior can also be achieved by means of a finely distributed porosity
in the matrix instead of a separate interface between matrix and fibers [35]. This
microstructural design philosophy accepts the formation of strong fiber-matrix interfaces.
A concept of utilizing a porous matrix to provide for crack deflection in a CMC is based
on previous studies of porous interlayers as crack deflection paths [35, 36]. This concept
9

has been successfully demonstrated for oxide-oxide composites [25, 29, 33, 37-42].
Resulting oxide/oxide continuous fiber ceramic composites (CFCCs) exhibit damage
tolerance combined with inherent oxidation resistance. An extensive review of the
mechanisms and mechanical properties of porous-matrix CMCs is given in [43, 44].
2.3 Previous Research
Numerous recent studies investigated mechanical behavior of high-performance
SiC/SiC composites at elevated temperature [45-55]. Likewise, various research efforts
studied mechanical performance of oxide-oxide CMCs at elevated temperature [56-65].
The majority of efforts to assess the life-limiting behaviors of the CMCs have been
focused mainly on the fiber-dominated properties. However, due to the inherent material
defects in the matrix-rich or fiber-matrix interface regions, fiber-reinforced woven CMCs
are often susceptible to failure under interlaminar tensile or shear stress. The interlaminar
failure or delamination may cause the loss of stiffness and accelerate structural failure of
the CMC component [66, 67]. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the performance of
the CMCs under interlaminar stresses in service environments is critical to design and life
prediction for these materials.
Several authors have examined the high-temperature behavior in interlaminar
shear of various 2D woven CMCs. Choi et al [66-70] evaluated high-temperature
behavior in interlaminar shear of SiC/BSAS, SiC/MAS, C/SiC, and Hi-Nicalon™/SiC
composites using double notch shear (DNS) specimens. Interlaminar shear strength
(ILSS) values of 30-50 MPa were reported. Choi and co-workers established the ILSS as
a function of loading rate and demonstrated that the ILSS degraded with decreasing
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loading rate. It was concluded that the life of these CMCs in shear was limited by slow
crack growth (SCG) or damage accumulation. A phenomenological, power-law crack
growth model was proposed to account for the degradation of ILSS. Model predictions
were in good agreement with experimental results. All experimental data reported by
Choi and co-workers were obtained at elevated temperature in air. Recently RugglesWrenn and Laffey [62] studied creep behavior in interlaminar shear of an oxide/oxide
composite (Nextel™720/alumina) CMC at 1200°C in air and in steam. The creep
lifetimes were drastically reduced in the presence of steam.
Numerous research efforts have been devoted to studying the biaxial behavior of
and evaluating failure theories for fiber-reinforced polymer matrix laminates. Excellent
surveys of these studies can be found elsewhere [2, 71-79]. Recently the international
World-Wide Failure Exercise (WWFE) was carried out to assess the accuracy of current
predictive theories and theoretical methods of failure prediction for composite laminates
with polymer matrix [80-84]. The leading failure theories were explored in great detail to
assess their efficacy in predicting structural failure of composite laminates under complex
states of stress. Notably these studies focused on polymer matrix composites.
In contrast, only a few studies investigated performance of structural ceramics
under complex state of stress. Petrovic and Stout performed combined tension-torsion
tests on solid alumina (Al2O3) round bars. Principal tensile and compressive stresses were
calculated for all test conditions. Results revealed that the tensile principal stress at
fracture increased with increasing compressive principal stress. It was found that Al2O3
was stronger in torsion than in uniaxial tension. Petrovic and Stout also reported that the
results were influenced by the test method. [85]. In a follow-on effort, Stout and Petrovic
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tested alumina thin-walled tubular specimens under axial tension, hoop tension,
combined tension and internal pressure, combined compression and internal pressure and
pure torsion. Slight weakening was observed in combined tension-internal pressure
compared to axial tension. Conversely, the strength in pure torsion was found to be 16%
higher than the axial strength. [86].
Nohut et al performed tension-torsion tests on alumina solid round bar specimens.
The experimental results were compared with the effective volume and effective surface
values calculated according to different multiaxial failure criteria. The following failure
criteria were employed: (i) normal stress criterion, (ii) first principal stress criterion, (iii)
von Mises stress criterion, (iv) coplanar energy release rate criterion, (v) maximum noncoplanar energy release rate criterion, (vi) the maximum energy hoop stress criterion and
(vii) Richard empirical criterion (based on fitting a large set of experimental data
obtained under multiaxial loading). Nohut et al concluded that failure was due to the
presence of surface flaws and that the normal stress criterion successfully predicted
strength of alumina under multiaxial stress state. [87].
Kawai et al examined performance of silicon nitride under multiaxial stress state.
Combined compression–torsion tests were performed on solid round bars. This study
emphasized the influence of prior heat treatment on specimen strength. [88]
Liao et al proposed a method for testing ceramic composite tubes under multiaxial
loading. Thin-walled tubular specimens were fabricated by winding continuous Almax
alumina-based fibers into a preform with a ±45 fiber orientation. The preform was
infiltrated with the alumina matrix material using a sol-gel infiltration technique. The
preform was dried and fired after each infiltration. Typically, 15 or more infiltration
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cycles were required to obtain matrix porosity of no more than 26%. Tensile and shear (in
this case torsional) strength of the specimens were critically affected by the fiber tow
cross over regions. Redesigning the architecture of the tubular specimen was
recommended. Fatigue loading under 50% of ultimate tensile or shear strength did not
significantly reduce the retained axial stiffness or strength. However, superimposing outof-phase cyclic torsion onto cyclic tension significantly reduced fatigue lifetimes. [89].
A recent study by DeRienzo at AFIT explored failure of N720/AS thin-walled
tubular specimens under combined tension-torsion loading. Two successful experiments
were performed at room temperature in laboratory air environment. Shear strength was
determined as 32.7 MPa in a pure torsion test. Another thin-walled tubular specimen was
subjected to proportional tension-torsion loading. In this test, the ratio of applied axial
stress to applied shear stress targeted 100% of the ultimate tensile strength (UTS = 228
MPa) and 50% of the ultimate shear strength (USS = 32.7 MPa). Hence, the ratio of
applied axial stress to applied shear stress was determined as σ/τ = 14. The failure
stresses were measured as σf = 171.7 MPa and τf = 11.8 MPa. An attempt was made to
construct a failure envelope in the σ−τ space using existing data (three data points). [90].
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III. Material and Specimen Geometry
3.1 NextelTM 720/Aluminosilicate (N720/AS) Ceramic Matrix Composite
Three types of specimens were employed in this research: (1) the double notch
shear (DNS) specimen, (2) the straight-sided uniaxial compression specimen and (3) the
thin-walled tubular specimen.
The material studied was NextelTM720/Aluminosilicate (N720/AS), an oxideoxide CMC (manufactured by COI Ceramics, San Diego, CA) consisting of a porous
alumina matrix reinforced with NextelTM720 fibers. There is no fiber coating. The DNS
specimens as well as the compression specimens were cut from panels comprised of 18
0°/90° woven layers. The fiber fabric was infiltrated with the matrix in a sol-gel process.
The laminate was dried with a “vacuum bag” technique under low pressure and low
temperature, and then pressureless sintered [91]. Typical N720/AS composite panel
physical properties of the type used in this research are summarized in Table 2. The
optical micrograph (side view) of the composite panel is shown in Figure 2.

Table 2. Typical physical properties of N720/AS composite panels.
Density
(g/cm3)
2.67

Fiber Volume
(%)
47.2

Matrix Volume
(%)
31.1
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Matrix Porosity
(%)
21.7

Figure 2. Optical micrograph (side view) of the N720/AS panels
comprised of 18 0/90 layers.
The thin-walled tubular specimens were fabricated by COI Ceramics (San Diego,
CA) using a novel involute layup schematically shown in Figure 3. In this process,
N720/AS plies were cut into 2-in wide strips were assembled such that one end of the ply
resided on the outer surface of the tube and the other end, on the inner surface. The walls
of the final involute tube were nominally comprised of 16 plies. Such lay-up is readily
machinable to desired specifications. Furthermore, the involute lay-up resists defects
caused by ply wrinkling. Fiber architecture of the involute tubes is designed with 0°
fibers directed along the axis (length) of the tube. Thus, the tube is expected to exhibit
fiber-dominated behavior under axial loading. Note that the involute lay-up creates a
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matrix-dominated interlaminar path from the outer surface to the inner surface of the
tube. Hence, the involute tube is expected to fail through interlaminar shear when
subjected to pure torsion. Each involute tube was machined to produce the thin-walled
tubular test specimens. The total length of the thin-walled tubular specimen was 9 in. The
ID of the tubular specimen was 1.5 in. The reduced gage section was 3.4-in long reduced
and had an OD of 1.61 in. The gripping sections were each 2.3-in. long and had an OD =
1.75 in. Smooth transition from a gripping section to the gage section occurred over 0.51
in.

Figure 3. Simplified schematic of the novel involute ply layup used to
fabricate thin-walled tubular specimens.
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3.2 Specimen Geometry
3.2.1 Double Notch Shear (DNS) Specimen
The DNS specimens of uniform width were used in all interlaminar shear tests.
The interlaminar shear strength was measured by loading the DNS specimens in
compression in accordance with ASTM Standard C1425-13[92]. Creep tests in
interlaminar shear were performed by subjecting the DNS specimens to sustained
compressive loading. Per ASTM Standard C1425-13, design of the DNS specimen
ensures that failure occurs in interlaminar shear between the two centrally located notches
cut halfway through the thickness of the DNS specimen and spaced a fixed distance apart
on opposite faces of the specimen.
The DNS specimens used in this work measured 152 mm x 18 mm x 4 mm. The
notches of 0.5 mm width were extended to the mid-plane of each test specimen so that
shear failure occurred on the plane between the notch tips. The distance between the
notches was 13 mm. The DNS specimen and loading mode are schematically shown in
Figure 4. The 13 mm distance between the notches permits the measurement of
compressive strain between the notch tips with an MTS high-temperature extensometer
of 12.5 mm gage length. For strain measurement, the extensometer rods were placed as
close to the notch tips of the specimen as possible. All DNS specimens were loaded in
compression along the specimen axis (Figure 4) to produce failure by interlaminar shear
along the shear plane between the notches (Figure 5).
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The shear stress, τ, between the notches along the shear plane was calculated in
accordance with the ASTM Standard C1425-13 [92] as:

τ=

P
Wh

(1)

Here P is the applied force, W is the specimen width, and h is the distance between the
notches. While the shear stress distribution between the notches is not uniform, the
average shear stresses provided by Eq. (1) are useful when evaluating interlaminar shear
strength values and comparing creep behavior of specimens subjected to identical
mechanical tests in different environments. It is noteworthy that in all tests reported here,
the DNS specimens failed in the shear mode along the shear plane.
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13.0 mm
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Figure 4. Schematic of the DNS specimen and the loading mode.

Shear
Plane
Loading
Direction

Figure 5. Optical micrograph of a typical DNS after failure in interlaminar shear.
Note that failure occurs along the shear plane.
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3.2.2 Uniaxial compression specimen
Straight-sided specimens measuring 152 mm x 18 mm x 4 mm were used in all
compression tests to failure. Note that compression tests were performed in order to
determine compressive strength of the N720/AS composite. This property is required to
exercise the Tsai-Wu and/or Tsai-Hill multiaxial failure criteria. Compressive stress was
calculated using the standard expression:

σ=

P
A

(2)

where P is the applied force and A is the area of the specimen cross section.

3.2.3 Thin-Walled Tubular Specimens
The thin walled tubular specimens were used in all combined tension-torsion
tests. In real world applications, materials frequently are subject to complex multiaxial
state of stress. Therefore, multiaxial failure analysis is critical to the fundamental
understanding material behavior and performance in service. The exploratory tensiontorsion tests provide preliminary insight into multiaxial failure modes of the CMC
specimens with the involute lay-up. The thin-walled tubular specimens had an average ID
of 37.2 mm. The reduced gauge section had the OD of 40.9 mm. A schematic depicting
the thin-walled tubular specimen is presented in Figure 6. Axial stresses were calculated
using the standard formula:

σ=

F
A

(3)
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where σ is the axial stress, F is the axial force, and A is the crossectional area. Shear
stresses were calculated using the following equation

τ=

Tr
J

(4)

where τ is the shear stress, T is the applied torque, r is the outer gage section radius and J
is the polar moment of inertia calculated as:

=
J

π
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58.8mm.
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44.5mm.

228.6mm.

Figure 6. Schematic of the thin walled tubular specimen showing
approximate dimensions.
Dimensions of the DNS specimens and compression specimens (CS) used in this work
are summarized in Table 3 together with the loading calculations.
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(5)

Table 3. Summary of specimen dimensions and loading calculations for uniaxial tests.
Specimen

Panel

Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

P11149-E
P11149-D
P11149-E
P11149-D
P11149-E
P11149-D
P11149-D
P11149-D
P11149-E
P11149-D
P11149-E
P11149-D
P11149-E
P11149-E
P11149-D
P11149-D

DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
CS
DNS
CS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS
DNS

Avg Gage
Avg Width
Height/Thickness
(mm)
(mm)
18.017
12.094
18.073
12.638
18.020
12.738
17.953
12.810
18.030
12.618
18.050
4.020
18.057
12.773
18.057
4.023
18.020
12.760
18.070
12.760
18.037
12.805
18.060
12.748
18.037
12.768
18.020
12.738
18.050
12.725
17.993
3.967
15.062
12.635

Cross Area
(m^2)

N/s

MPa/s

2.179E-04
2.284E-04
2.295E-04
2.300E-04
2.275E-04
7.256E-05
2.306E-04
7.265E-05
2.299E-04
2.306E-04
2.310E-04
2.302E-04
2.303E-04
2.295E-04
2.297E-04
7.137E-05
1.903E-04

444.82
444.82
344.30
344.99
341.25
1088.40
345.95
1089.70
229.94
345.86
346.44
345.33
230.29
229.53
229.69
1070.60
285.47

2.041
1.948
1.500
1.500
1.500
15.000
1.500
15.000
1.000
1.500
1.500
1.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
15.000
1.500

N

MPa

1379.90
1365.00

6.000
6.000

922.52

4.000

459.88
1383.50
1385.80
920.88
460.57
459.06
459.38

2.000
6.000
6.000
4.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

Dimensions of the thin-walled tubular specimens used in this work are presented in Table
4 together with the load calculations.
Table 4. Summary of specimen dimensions and loading calculations
for combined tension-torsion tests.
DIMENSIONS
Outer Diameter Outer Radius
Inner
Average, Do
Average, r
Diameter
Specimen Tube #
(mm)
(mm)
Average, Di
A
1
40.872
20.436
37.24
B
2
40.902
20.451
37.218
C
3
40.864
20.432
37.212
AXIAL FORCE

Specimen Tube #
A
1
B
2
C
3

Axial Stress, σ
Axial Force,
Area, A (m2)
(MPa)
P (N)
212
212
212

2.228E-04
2.260E-04
2.239E-04
TORQUE
Polar
Desired Shear
Moment of
Stress, τ
(MPa)
Specimen Tube #
Inertia (m4)
A
1
132
8.515E-08
B
2
33
8.641E-08
C
3
66
8.551E-08
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47238
47919
47476

Torque, T (Nm)
550.03
139.42
276.21

IV. Experimental Set-Up and Test Procedures
4.1 Mechanical Test Equipment
Uniaxial mechanical testing was conducted using an MTS 810 Material Test Systems
servohydraulic machine with 22.2 kN (5 kip) capacity. The testing system was equipped
with hydraulic wedge grips (model MTS 647) cooled with 15oC deionized water by a
Thermo Scientific Neslab HX-75 chiller. An MTS FlexTest 40 digital controller and a PC
with MTS FlexTest 40 Software (version 5.2A 2865) were used in all tests to generate
input signal and to collect data. The grip pressure was 5 MPa for testing the DNS
specimens and 5.75 MPa for testing straight-sided compression specimens. For strain
measurement, a uniaxial low contact force high-temperature MTS extensometer (model
632.53E-14) with 1.27 cm gauge length was used in all uniaxial tests. Figure 7 shows the
test setup.

Figure 7. MTS 810 load frame.
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Biaxial tension-torsion tests were conducted using an MTS 809 Axial/Torsional test
system equipped with MTS 646 hydraulic collet grips. The MTS 809 Axial/Torsional test
system has the axial capacity of 98 kN (22,000 lbs) and the torsional capacity of 1130 Nm (10,000 in-lbs). An MTS TestStar IIm digital controller and a PC with TestStar IIm
Station Manager Software (version 5.3B 3243) were used for input signal generation and
data acquisition. Test setup is shown in Figure 8. The grip pressure in all tests was set to
5 MPa. To accomplish strain measurement, thin-walled tubular specimens were
instrumented with strain gauges, which were connected to a rack of 11 Vishay Precision
Group 2300 Signal Conditioning Amplifiers (SCAs) seen in Figure 9. The SCAs applied
a 0.5 V excitation to the 350 Ω strain gages to condition the signal for proper recording by
the MTS system. During the tests, damage development and failure of each specimen
were recorded with a Dantec Dynamics Nanosense MkII high speed camera (Figure 10).
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Figure 8. MTS 809 load frame.
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Figure 9. Rack mounted Vishay 2310 strain gage SCAs.

Figure 10. High speed camera setup.
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4.1.1 Environmental Test Equipment
Most of the uniaxial tests were performed at 1100°C in laboratory air or in steam. A
two-zone AMTECO Hot Rail resistance heated furnace (Figure 11) and two MTS
409.83B temperature controllers were used in all high-temperature tests. An AMTECO
HRFS-STMGEN steam generator (Figure 11) and an alumina susceptor were used for
testing in steam. The susceptor (tube with endcaps) fits inside the AMTECO furnace. The
specimen gage section resides inside the susceptor while the ends of the specimen pass
through openings in the susceptor. Steam is supplied to the susceptor through a feeding
tube in a continuous stream with low positive pressure, expelling the dry air and creating
a near 100% steam environment around the gage section of the specimen.

Figure 11. AMTECO hot rail furnace and steam generator.
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4.1.2 Temperature Calibration
Temperature calibration for elevated temperature testing in air and in steam was
performed on regular basis. For calibration, two R-type thermocouples were attached to a
specimen and connected to an Omega CL3515A digital hand thermometer. The set points
on the furnace controllers (using non-contacting thermocouples exposed to the
environment in the vicinity of the test specimen) were adjusted until a uniform
temperature of 1100°C was achieved on both sides of the test specimen. The temperature
controller settings determined in this manner were used in the actual tests. For testing in
steam, the temperature controller setting were determined by placing the specimen
instrumented with thermocouples in steam and repeating the calibration procedure.
During tests in laboratory air, temperature of the test specimen was within ±3°C of the
nominal test temperature. During tests in steam, temperature of the test specimen was
within ±5°C of the desired test temperature. In all elevated temperature tests the
specimens was heated to test temperature at the rate of 1°C/s and held at the test
temperature for at least 30 min prior to testing. Note that the temperature calibration
procedure was performed prior to each test to ensure that the desired test temperature was
achieved.
4.2 Test Preparation
4.2.1 Uniaxial Tests
Before each test the MTS testing machine was warmed up for at least 30 min
using a cyclic command with a sine waveform in displacement control. Gripping sections
of each test specimen were outfitted with fiberglass tabs, which were attached to the
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specimen using M-Bond 200 adhesive. Note that in the case of CMCs, the specimen
surface does not require extensive preparation, unlike metals where oxidation needs to be
removed. Prior to gripping in the MTS testing machine, the test specimen was inserted
into the susceptor. Then the testing machine is placed in displacement control and the top
portion of the specimen is gripped. The next step is to switch control to force, command
zero force and grip the bottom portion of the specimen. Once the test specimen is
gripped, the furnace is placed around the specimen and the extensometer is mounted.
Note that in the case of the DNS specimens, the extensometer rods were placed as close
to the root of the notches as possible (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Extensometer positioning on the DNS specimen.
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4.2.2 Biaxial Tension-Torsion Tests
Prior to biaxial tension-torsion testing, the axial-torsional MTS machine was
warmed for at least 60 min using a cyclic command with a sine waveform in combined
displacement/angle of rotation mode. It was necessary to reinforce the gripping sections
of the tubular specimens to prevent them from being crushed in the grips. Therefore, two
end inserts were machined from aluminum alloy for each test specimen according to
specifications in Figure 13. The inserts were placed inside the gripping sections of the
tubular specimen and bonded to the specimen using epoxy adhesive. Each specimen was
then carefully instrumented with strain gages using M-Bond 200 adhesive. Procedure for
attaching the strain gages to the specimen is outlined in Section 4.3 below. The strain
gages provided 11 strain measurements that were carefully monitored and recorded. A
schematic showing placement of strain gages on a thin-walled tubular specimen is
presented in Figure 14. Two 45° rectangular rosettes (C2A-03-250LR-350) accounted for
6 channels of strain signal, while the remaining five channels were used by linear strain
gages (L2A-03-250LW-350). Note that 3 linear strain gages were used to construct
another 45° rectangular rosette. Each direction on the rosette is represented with a strain
direction as seen in Figure 15. A separate signal conditioner was employed to process the
signal of each strain gage. Naturally, three signal conditioners were utilized to process
signals produced by a strain gage rosette. The conditioned strain signals were sent
directly to the MTS Test Star IIm digital controller and recorded in data files. The high
speed cameras were prepositioned to provide the best view of the specimen. Initiation of
the test procedure with the MTS software also triggered the operation of the high speed
cameras.
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The testing system was placed in displacement/rotation control and the top
portion of the test specimen was gripped. Then the control mode was changed to
force/torque, commanding zero force and zero torque, and the bottom portion of the
specimen was gripped. Testing is now ready to begin.

Figure 13. Schematic of the end inserts for thin-walled tubular specimens.
All dimensions are in inches.
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Top

1

3

2

Figure 14. Schematic showing placement of strain gages on a thin-walled tubular
specimen. Gage 1 and 2 were 180o apart, gage 3 was 90o with respect to gage 1.
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Figure 15. Diagram showing the strain directions on a rosette.
4.3 Specimen Preparation
After machining all uniaxial specimens were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath (Branson
5510 Sonic Bath) using isopropyl alcohol, and then dried in an oven (Quincy Labs Inc.
40 GC Lab Oven). Steps of the specimen cleaning procedure are outlined below:
1. Rinse with isopropyl alcohol
2. Immerse in Ultrasonic Bath of isopropyl alcohol for 20 minutes
3. Soak in a separate isopropyl alcohol bath for 10 minutes
4. Rinse with isopropyl alcohol
5. Dry in an oven for 12-15 h at 100-150 °C.
The thin-walled tubular specimens were instrumented with strain gages using MBond 200 adhesive and catalyst. The following procedure was employed:
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1. Mark the strain gage locations on the specimen surface. Use pencil to mark center
and/or orientation of each strain gage.
2. Do not sand the specimen surface.
3. Clean the specimen surface with isopropyl alcohol.
4. Remove the strain gage from package and place face up on a smooth, flat, clean glass
surface.
5. Apply Vishay PCT-2M tape over the top of the gage with at least 1 additional length
of tape on both sides of the gage.
6. Remove the tape with the gage from the clean surface and apply the gage to the
marked specimen surface, aligning the arrows on the strain gage with the pencil
marks made previously.
7. Adjust the position of the gage by moving the tape as needed for proper alignment.
8. Peel back the tape with attached gage until the entire gage is separated from the
specimen surface.
9. Apply a small amount of M-Bond 200 catalyst to the back of the gage; allow to dry
for 1 min.
10. Apply one drop of M-Bond 200 adhesive to the specimen surface where it meets the
tape and align the gage just off the surface using the tape.
11. In a single motion, slide a thumb over the lifted gage and apply thumb pressure for 30
sec. and leave tape on for a minimum of 5 min.
12. Tape down the leads after soldering to provide strain relief
13. Apply glue over solder pads to protect the connections
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4.4 Test Procedures
The test method employed for interlaminar shear tests is based on the ASTM
Standard C 1425-13 [92]. Note that the aforementioned ASTM standard is generally used
for testing small specimens. Recent research efforts at AFIT [93, 94] adapted the
standardized test method for testing of 6 in long DNS specimens. The modified test
method, which permits interlaminar shear testing using a uniaxial testing machine, was
demonstrated to produce successful results. The modified test method was used in this
work. The test procedure programmed using the MTS software is shown in Appendix A.
Special consideration was taken to ensure that the test was stopped as soon as the
specimen failure was reached. This was accomplished through the use of a failure
detector set at 85% of Minimum Load with a sensitivity of 85 N. As a result, the tests
were stopped and the fracture surfaces were not damaged by continued compression.
Compression tests on straight-sided specimens were performed in accordance
with the ASTM Standard C 1358-13 [95]. The test procedure programmed with the MTS
software is given in Appendix A.
The biaxial tension torsion test method was based on the ASTM Standard E220708(2013) e1 [96]. The test procedure was programmed using the MTS software and is
shown in Appendix A. The procedure for the high speed cameras was programmed using
the camera software such that the start of the MTS test procedure also initiated the
camera recording.
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4.5 Microstructural Characterization
Fracture surfaces of the tested specimens were analyzed using a Zeiss
Discovery.V12 stereoscopic optical microscope equipped with a Zeiss AxioCam HRc
digital camera (Figure 16) and a Quanta 450 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
(Figure 17). In preparation for SEM examination, specimens were cut on a Buehler
IsoMet 5000 Linear Precision Saw (Figure 18).

Figure 16. Zeiss Discovery.V12 stereoscopic optical microscope.
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Figure 17. Quanta 450 scanning electron microscope.

Figure 18. Buehler IsoMet 5000 linear precision saw.
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4.6 Tuning Adjustment of the MTS TestStar IIm controller for Tension-Torsion
Biaxial Loading
Careful review of prior tension-torsion tests performed at AFIT [90] revealed a
significant lag between that the axial load feedback and command. The MTS 793 Tuning
and Calibration manual provided basic knowledge of tuning parameters and of the
resultant effects of changing the values of proportional gain (P), integral gain (I),
derivative gain (D), and feed forward gain (F) [97]. It is recognized that to properly tune
the system in load/torque control for a given test specimen geometry and material, an
actual specimen is required. It should be noted, that the specimen used for tuning may fail
during the tuning exercise. Due to a very limited number and high cost of the N720/AS
thin-walled tubular specimens, a specimen could not be sacrificed to tune the load control
mode. Instead, a thin-walled tubular specimen of identical geometry but made from
alumina was used to adjust the gain settings to improve the machine performance. The
alumina tubes were subjected to tension-torsion loading, but not loaded to failure. While
there was no noticeable lag between torque feedback and command, there was a delay
between axial load feedback and command. The gain settings were adjusted to improve
the performance of the axial load channel. This procedure was repeated twice and was
terminated after the alumina specimen failed. As a result only a small correction was
made to the P-gain as seen in Table 5. It should be noted that while the geometry of the
alumina specimen is the same as that of the N720/AS specimens, its compliance is
different. Hence we cannot expect the two materials to offer the same response under
load. Whereas some improvement in axial force response was noted when the N720/AS
specimen was tested, both the axial and torque response could still be improved.
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Sacrificial N720/AS specimens would be required to perform the proper tuning of the
axial force and torque modes.

Table 5. PIDF values before and after tuning.

Pre-Tuning
Post-Tuning

Axial Channel
P
I
0.8000
0.4004
0.8300
0.4004
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D
0.000
0.000

F
0.000
0.000

V. Results and Discussion
In this work N720/AS specimens of three different types were tested under
various loading and environmental conditions. Due to a limited number of specimens, the
test results provide a qualitative rather than quantitative assessment of the material
behavior. Additional testing should be performed to provide quantitative results with
statistical significance.
5.1 Creep Behavior in Interlaminar Shear of N720/AS CMC at 1100oC
5.1.1 Interlaminar Shear Strength
Double notch shear specimens were tested in compression to failure, at 1100°C in
laboratory air, to determine the Interlaminar Shear Strength (ILSS). Test results are
summarized in Table 6. The ILSS values, with an average of 7.65 MPa, were comparable
to ILSS values reported by DeRienzo [90]. A representative stress-strain curve obtained
for a DNS specimen in compression test to failure is shown in Figure 19. Note that the
shear stress-compressive strain curve is nearly linear to failure.
Table 6. Summary of compression tests to failure for DNS specimens of
the N720/AS composite at 1100°C in laboratory air.

Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 Average
Loading Rate (MPa/s)
2
1.9
1.5
N/A
ILSS (MPa)
7.32
8.50
7.12
7.65
Strain at Failure (%)
0.038
0.071
0.084
0.064
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Figure 19. Interlaminar shear stress vs. compressive strain curve
obtained for N720/AS at 1100°C in air.

5.1.2 Creep Behavior in Interlaminar Shear
Creep behavior in interlaminar shear was investigating in compression creep tests
conducted on DNS specimens at 1100°C in laboratory air and in steam. Test results are
summarized in Table 7. The creep stress levels were chosen to represent percentages of
the experimentally obtained ILSS of 7.65 MPa (Table 8). Creep curves obtained at
1100oC in air and in steam are presented in Figures 20-22. All creep curves produced at
stress levels ≤ 4 MPa exhibit primary and secondary creep regimes, but no tertiary creep.
Conversely, creep curves at 6 MPa exhibit some tertiary creep. Primary creep transitions
to secondary creep early in creep life, within the first 5 hours of the creep test. Notably,
creep run-out defined as 100 h at creep stress was not achieved in this study.
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Table 7. Summary of creep tests in interlaminar shear for N720/AS composite
at 1100°C in laboratory air and in steam.
Specimen
Enviroment
#
5
7
9
11
12
13

Air
Air
Air
Steam
Steam
Steam

Creep
Stress
(MPa)

Creep
Strain
(%)

Time to
Rupture
(h)

6
4
2
6
4
2

0.435
0.396
0.156
1.440
1.050
0.229

14.1
64.1
78.3
22.7
71.9
96.9

Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion
(10-6 1/oC)

Creep
Rate
(1/s)
5.5E-08
8.4E-09
4.4E-09
1.4E-07
1.5E-08
5.8E-09

6.59
6.50
6.41
5.76
6.31
6.22

Table 8. Determination of the desired creep stress level.
Percentage of Avg ILSS
Stress Level (MPa)
Stress Level Chosen (MPa)

80%
6.12
6.0

55%
4.21
4.0

25%
1.91
2.0

1.5
N720/AS, T = 1100oC
Steam
Air
4 MPa

Creep Strain (%)

6 MPa

1.0
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2 MPa
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Time (h)
Figure 20. Creep strain vs. time curves for N720/AS obtained at applied interlaminar
shear stresses in the 2-6 MPa range at 1100°C in air and in steam.
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Figure 21. Creep strain vs. time curves for N720/AS obtained at applied interlaminar
shear stresses in the 2-6 MPa range at 1100°C in air.

As expected, larger creep strains were accumulated at higher creep stress levels in
both air and steam environments. Creep strain accumulated in air at 4 MPa was more than
two times that accumulated at 2 MPa. Creep strain produced at 6 MPa was more than
three times the creep strain at 2 MPa. While the creep curves produced in steam are
qualitatively similar to those produced in air, much larger creep strains were accumulated
in steam. As seen in Table 7, creep strains obtained in steam are 2 to 3 times the creep
strains obtained in air. As mentioned above, 100-h creep run-out was not achieved in this
work.
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Figure 22. Creep strain vs. time curves for N720/AS obtained at applied interlaminar
shear stresses in the 2-6 MPa range at 1100°C in steam.

Minimum creep rate was measured in all tests. Creep strain rate as a function of
applied interlaminar shear stress is shown in Figure 23. In air as well as in steam, the
minimum creep rate increases by at least an order of magnitude when the applied stress
increases from 2 to 6 MPa. The creep strain rates produced in steam are higher than those
obtained in air. Still, the overall effect of steam on secondary creep rate does not appear
to be dramatic. Creep results obtained at 1100°C in air and in steam were fitted with a
temperature-independent Norton-Bailey equation:
𝜖̇ = 𝐴𝜏 𝑛

(6)

Where 𝜖̇ is the minimum creep rate, A is a temperature-dependent coefficient that

accounts for the activation energy and other variables, and τ is the applied interlaminar

shear stress. The stress exponent was n = 2.2 in air and n = 2.6 in steam. These values of
the stress exponent are lower than the stress exponent of n = 3 reported by Buchanan et al
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[98]. However, Buchanan et al evaluated tensile creep performance of the composite with
±45° fiber orientation. While the fibers do not dominate tensile creep behavior of a ±45
cross-ply, they do contribute to the material response. Conversely, composite behavior in
interlaminar shear is matrix-dominated. Hence, a different value of the stress exponent is
not unreasonable. Still, additional interlaminar shear creep tests must be performed
before a definitive conclusion regarding the stress exponent and corresponding creep
mechanisms can be reached.

1.E-06
N720/AS
T = 1100oC

Strain Rate (s-1)

Steam
Air

1.E-07
n = 2.6

n = 2.2

1.E-08

1.E-09
1

Creep Stress (MPa)

10

Figure 23. Minimum creep rate as a function of applied interlaminar shear stress
for N720/AS CMC at 1100 °C in air and in steam.
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Stress-rupture behavior is summarized in Figure 24, where the applied
interlaminar shear stress is plotted vs. time to rupture at 1100°C in air and in steam. As
expected, creep lifetimes decrease with increasing applied stress. Surprisingly, the
presence of steam at 1100 °C appears to be beneficial. Creep lifetimes produced in steam
are consistently longer than those obtained in air. Recall that creep behavior in
interlaminar shear is dominated by matrix behavior. Matrix strengthening may be
occurring at 1100°C in steam under load, which would account for improved lifetimes in
steam.

Shear Stress (MPa)

10

Air
Steam

N720/AS
T = 1100oC
1
10.0

100.0

Time to Rupture (h)
Figure 24. Interlaminar shear stress vs. time to rupture for N720/AS CMC
at 1100°C in air and in steam.
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5.1.3 Fractography
To better understand the microstructural phenomena behind the results of
interlaminar shear tests performed at 1100°C in air and in steam fracture surfaces of the
tested specimens were examined first under the optical microscope and then with an
SEM. The representative optical micrographs and SEM images are presented below.
Additional optical micrographs can be seen in Appendices B-P. Additional SEM images
can be viewed in Appendices Q-U.
A representative fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in compression to
failure at 1100 °C in air (test duration < 15 s) is presented in Figure 25. It is seen that
fracture occurs along the shear plane mainly through delamination of woven 0/90 fiber
layers from the matrix-rich regions, with only minimal fiber fracture. The fracture surface
in Figure 25 is largely clean and smooth, suggesting that a single fiber layer is involved
in delamination. While virtually no rough areas can be seen in Figure 25, higher
magnification views in Figure 26 reveal some debris and fiber breakage. The SEM
micrographs in Figure 26 also show small amounts of the matrix material that remain
bonded to the fibers exposed during delamination.

Figure 25. Fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in compression
to failure at 1100 °C in air (test duration < 15 s).
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Figure 26. SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in
compression to failure at 1100 °C in air (test duration < 15 s).
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The SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of the DNS specimens tested in
creep at 6 MPa (test duration 14.1 h) and at 2 MPa (test duration 78.3 h) at 1100 °C in air
are shown on Figures 27 and 28, respectively. The fracture surfaces in Figures 27 and 28
demonstrate that with increasing test duration the failure mechanism changes from
interplay delamination to fracture of fiber tows. The fracture surface contains multiple
rough areas showing increased damage in fiber tows and exposing multiple 0°/90° fiber
layers. Nevertheless, a few areas show clean delamination of a single fiber layer from the
matrix-rich regions. For example: see a higher magnification image in Figure 27, which
shows grooves left in the matrix by the fibers in the course of delamination.
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Figure 27. Fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in creep at 6 MPa
at 1100°C in air, tf = 14.1 h.
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Figure 28. Fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in creep at 2 MPa
at 1100°C in air, tf = 78.3 h.
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At 1100°C prolonged exposure to steam environment under load has dramatic
effects on composite microstructure. The fracture surfaces of the DNS specimens
subjected to creep at 6 MPa (test duration 22.7 h) and at 2 MPa (test duration 96.9 h) at
1100 °C in steam are shown on Figures 29 and 30, respectively. As seen in Figures 29
and 30, the presence of steam causes the change in failure mechanism from interplay
delamination to fiber fracture. Extending test duration in steam further intensifies this
change in failure mechanism. The fracture surfaces in Figures 29 and 30 exhibit massive
fiber fracture. No areas of clean interplay delamination are visible. Areas of violent
failure exposing multiple fiber layers are seen throughout both fracture surfaces.
Extensive fiber-matrix bonding is also observed. Note large amounts of matrix bonded to
the fibers. The fiber tows become bonded together by the matrix material. Extensive
failure of fiber bundles is evident. The failure also involves widespread damage to the
matrix.
As mentioned above, the results of the creep tests in interlaminar shear were
somewhat surprising. Recall that larger creep strains were accumulated in steam. Yet, the
presence of steam also appeared to have a beneficial effect on creep lifetimes. Because
composite behavior in interlaminar shear is dominated by the behavior of the matrix, it is
reasonable to conjecture that changes in the matrix, caused by exposure to steam at
1100°C under load, are behind the creep behavior in steam. Indeed, the SEM micrographs
in Figures 26-30 reveal changes in the appearance of the aluminosilicate matrix. After
prolonged exposure in steam the matrix material appears to be less porous. Recall that the
aluminosilicate matrix of the N720/AS composite is comprised of the alumina (Al2O3)
particles bonded together by a continuous silica (SiO2) film. The aluminosilicate matrix
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derives its porosity from incomplete filling of the interparticle voids. The SiO2 film in the
aluminosilicate matrix is under a three-dimensional nearly hydrostatic constraint from the
tightly packed Al2O3 grains and the surrounding N720 fibers. Under this constraint,
exposure to elevated temperature causes coarsening of the pore-size distribution, rather
than the densification of the matrix [99]. Pore-coarsening occurs as the regions of high
capillary pressure (namely small pores) contract causing larger pores to expand [100].
The total volume of the composite cannot change because it is dimensionally constrained
by the fiber skeleton. At the same time the smaller matrix pores shrink forcing the larger
ones to grow. As a result some matrix regions densify while others dilate forming large
voids [59].
Earlier studies [99, 101-103] showed that the rate of pore coarsening is related to
the viscosity of SiO2. Parikh [104] found that at elevated temperature water vapor
significantly lowered the surface tension of soda-lime silica glass, causing a decrease in
viscosity. It is likely that decreased viscosity of SiO2 in the aluminosilicate matrix is
responsible for larger creep strains accumulated in steam in this effort. At the same time,
it is possible that the decrease in SiO2 viscosity also enhanced the process of pore
coarsening and localized densification of the aluminosilicate matrix. Matrix densification
and strengthening, albeit confined to small regions may contribute to longer creep
lifetimes in interlaminar shear of the N720/AS composite at 1100°C in steam.
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Figure 29. Fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in creep at
6 MPa at 1100°C in steam, tf = 22.7 h.
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Figure 30. Fracture surface of the DNS specimen tested in creep at 2 MPa
at 1100°C in steam, tf = 96.9 h.
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5.2 Compressive Stress-Strain Behavior and Compressive Properties of N720/AS
CMC
A limited number of N720/A specimens were tested in compression to failure at
room temperature in laboratory air. The main objective of these tests was to determine
compressive strength that could be used in conjunction with the Tsai-Wu and/or Tsai-Hill
multiaxial failure theories. Compressive stress-strain behavior is typified in Figure 31,
where stress magnitude is plotted vs strain magnitude. Typical compressive stress vs.
compressive strain curves are nearly linear to failure. The average compressive strength
was 132.5 MPa and the average compressive failure strain was 0.14%. Notably, the
average compressive strength of 132.5 MPa is considerably less than the N720/AS tensile
strength values of 179-204 MPa reported by Antti et al [105] or the tensile strength value
of 212 MPa reported by DeRienzo [90]. Note that Ruggles-Wrenn and Szymczak [64]
obtained similar values of compressive strength for a N720/alumina composite at 1200°C
in air. Furthermore, in the case of N720/A composite the average compressive strength of
128 MPa reported by Ruggles-Wrenn and Szymczak was also significantly lower than the
corresponding tensile strength value of 181 MPa reported in [106]. The fracture surfaces
produced in compression to failure tests can be seen in Appendices Q-U.
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Figure 31. Representative compressive stress-compressive strain curve for N720/AS
composite obtained at 23°C in air.
5.3 Stress-Strain Behavior and Failure of N720/AS Composite under Combined
Tension-Torsion Loading
Mechanical behavior of fiber reinforced composites under biaxial loading is
clearly more complex than that under the uniaxial loading due to a “stress coupling
effect” experienced in biaxial loading conditions [107]. Thin-walled tubular N720/AS
specimens fabricated using a novel involute ply lay-up were tested in proportional
tension-torsion. All tests were performed at 23°C in laboratory air. The objective of this
effort was to gain initial insight into deformation and failure of this composite and,
especially this type of specimen under multiaxial loading. In addition, failure stresses
produced in various tension-torsion tests were measured and used to assess the
applicability of existing failure theories. Tension-torsion tests performed on thin-walled
tubular specimens are summarized in Table 9.
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Note that in the case of proportional tension-torsion tests the ratio of normal stress
to shear stress was defined using the values of UTS = 212 MPa and USS = 33 MPa
reported by DeRienzo [90]. Thus in the case of specimen A, the stress ratio was SR = ¼ ,
which translates into the ratio of normal stress to shear stress σ/τ = UTS/(4xUSS) =
212/132 = 1.6. For specimen B, the stress ratio was SR = 1, implying that the specimen
was loaded simultaneously to the normal stress of 212 MPa and the shear stress of 33
MPa. Finally, in the case of specimen C, the ratio was SR = ½, signifying that the ratio of
normal stress to shear stress σ/τ = UTS/(2xUSS) = 212/66 = 3.2. All tension-torsion tests
were performed in stress control. Axial stress rate and shear stress rate are shown in
Table 9 for each test.

Table 9. Summary of the combined tension-torsion tests performed on N720/AS
thin-walled tubular specimens at 23°C in laboratory air.
Stress
Specimen Ratio
SR
A
B
C

1/4
1/1
1/2

Axial
Stress
Rate
(MPa/s)
0.8
3.21
1.61

Shear
Stress
Rate
(MPa/s)
0.5
0.05
0.05

Axial
Failure
Stress
(MPa)
44.7
123
66.5

Axial
Strain at
Failure
(%)
0.04
0.12
0.09

Shear
Failure
Stress
(MPa)
27.3
18.6
19.5

Shear
Strain at
Failure
(%)
0.29
0.22
0.27

Axial stress vs. axial strain curves and shear stress vs. shear strain curves are
presented in Figures 33-39. Axial strains εyy were measured by the strain gauges aligned
parallel to the specimen axis. Each 45° rectangular strain gauge rosette provided the
following measurements: εA = εxx (measured by gage A in Figure 32), εC = εyy (measured
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by gage C in Figure 32) and εB = ε45 (measured by gage B in Figure 32), which were
employed to calculate the shear strains as:

γ xy = 2 B −  A − C

(7)

Figure 32. A schematic of the 45° rectangular strain gauge rosette.

Strains plotted in Figures 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, and 40 are the averages calculated
using measurements produced by several strain gages and/or strain gage rosettes. It is
noteworthy, that measurements of a given strain obtained from different strain gages
were nearly the same with very few exceptions. In some cases, crack growth and failure
occurred in the immediate vicinity of a strain gage or a strain gage rosette, rendering
strains measured by these gages unreliable. Therefore, strain measurements obtained
from strain gages located at or near the crack path were not used in calculating average
strain. Thus measurements obtained from rosettes 2 and 3 were omitted in the case of
specimen A. The measurements produced by rosette 2 were omitted in the case of
specimens B and C. Locations of rosettes 1, 2 and 3 on a thin-walled tubular specimen is
shown in Figure 14 of Section 4.2.2 above.
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Specimen A was loaded to failure in combined tension-torsion with a SR of 1:4.
The failure stresses were σyy = 44.7 MPa and τxy = 27.3 MPa. The axial stress - axial
strain curve and the shear stress – shear strain curve obtained in this test are shown in
Figures 33 and 34, respectively. The axial stress – axial strain curve in Figure 33
becomes slightly nonlinear when the axial stress exceeds 20 MPa. Axial strain produced
in this test remains very small, below 0.04%. Conversely, the shear stress – shear strain
curve in Figure 34 remains linear only up to about 10 MPa. Considerable nonlinear
stress-strain behavior is observed at stresses exceeding 10 MPa. Note that shear strain at
failure (0.29%) is approximately an order of magnitude higher than the axial strain
(0.04%) at failure. The strong nonlinearity of the shear stress-strain response, dominated
by the matrix behavior in interlaminar shear is in strong contrast to the nearly linear axial
stress-strain response, dominated by the N720 fibers. As seen in Figure 35, the failure
surface of specimen A is nearly perpendicular to the loading axis. Notably, the failure
mode is similar to that observed in a combined tension-torsion test of N720/AS involute
tubular specimen by DeRienzo [90]. Fibrous fracture appears to dominate the fracture
surface, indicating crack deflection around the fibers.
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Figure 33. Axial stress σyy vs. axial strain εyy curve for Specimen A tested in
combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:4.
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Figure 34. Shear stress τxy vs. shear strain γxy curve for specimen A tested in
combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:4.
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Figure 35. N720/AS specimen A tested in combined tension torsion with the SR of 1:4.
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Specimen B was loaded to failure in combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:1.
The failure stresses were σyy = 123 MPa and τxy = 18.6 MPa. The axial stress – axial
strain curve and the shear stress – shear strain curve obtained in this test are shown in
Figures 36 and 37, respectively. As in the case of specimen A, the axial stress-strain
curve is nearly linear to failure, while the shear stress-strain curve exhibits strong
nonlinearity. As in the case of specimen A, the slight nonlinearity of the axial stressstrain response of specimen B becomes apparent as the axial stress exceeds 20 MPa.
Conversely, the shear stress-strain response of specimen B departs from linearity at a
lower stress of approximately 5 MPa. In test B axial stress at failure (123 MPa) is nearly
three times that produced in test A. Yet the shear stress at failure in test B is (18.6 MPa)
is not drastically lower than that in test A. It is noteworthy that the axial strain at failure
(0.12%) is nearly an order of magnitude higher than that obtained for specimen A
(0.04%). In contrast, shear strain at failure (0.28%) is not dramatically different from that
produced by specimen A (0.22%). The failure surface of specimen B is depicted in Figure
38. It is seen that the failure surface has a portion that is nearly perpendicular to the
specimen axis and a portion that is at a well-defined 45° angle to the specimen axis.
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Figure 36. Axial stress σyy vs. axial strain εyy curves for specimen B tested in
combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:1.
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Figure 37. Shear stress τxy vs. shear strain γxy curves for specimen B tested in
combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:1.
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Figure 38. N720/AS specimen B tested in combined tension torsion with the SR of 1:1.
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Specimen C was loaded to failure in combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:2.
The failure stresses were σyy = 66.5 MPa and τxy = 19.5 MPa. The axial stress – axial
strain curve and the shear stress – shear strain curve obtained in this test are shown in
Figures 39 and 40, respectively. Note that the failure stresses obtained in this test fall
between the corresponding failure stresses produced in tests A and B. The same
observation can be made regarding axial and shear strains at failure. The shear stressstrain behavior of specimen C remains similar to those exhibited by specimens A and B.
However, the axial stress-strain curve obtained for specimen C show considerably
stronger nonlinearity than those obtained for specimens A and B. This difference may be
due to specimen-to-specimen variability. Additional tension-torsion test must be
performed before a definitive conclusion can be attempted.
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Figure 39. Axial stress σyy vs. axial strain εyy curves for Specimen C tested in
combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:2.
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Figure 40. Shear stress τxy vs. shear strain γxy curves for specimen C tested in
combined tension-torsion with the SR of 1:2.

A post-test photograph of specimen C is shown in Figure 41. Note an unusual
failure mode of Specimen C, where parts of the failure surface are nearly perpendicular to
the specimen axis. Yet, failure path also propagates parallel to the specimen axis
throughout most of the specimen gage section.
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Figure 41. N720/AS Specimen B tested in combined tension torsion with the SR of 1:2.
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5.4 Experimental Failure Envelope vis-à-vis Some Failure Theories
Data scatter due to specimen-to-specimen variability is inevitable in any
experimental investigation. Hence, multiple specimens should be tested per condition.
However, only very few specimens were available for this effort. To construct a reliable
experimental failure envelope for the N720/AS thin-walled tubular specimen with
involute lay-up, results obtained in this effort should be augmented by additional testing.
The values of axial and shear failure stresses obtained in this research are plotted in the
σyy-τxy space in Figure 42 together with the failure stress values obtained from literature
[90]. Failure stresses obtained in tension-torsion tests in this work are also compared with
the predictions of the Tsai-Hill and Tsai-Wu failure theories. The purpose of this exercise
is to assess the applicability of the aforementioned failure theories to predicting failure in
CMCs. It is recognized that due to a limited amount of data, only preliminary conclusions
can be offered. As was pointed out by Liu and Tsai [108], “a criterion is only as good as
the data available”.
The Tsai-Hill failure theory is given by [2]:

Aσ 12 + Bσ 22 + Cσ 1σ 2 + Dτ 6 =
1

(8)

which under tension-torsion loading reduces to

Aσ 12 + Dτ 62 =
1

(9)

Here σ1 is the axial stress and τ6 is the shear stress. Constants A and D are determined
as:

=
A

1
1
=
;    D
2
F1
F62
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(10)

The constant A was calculated using (i) the tensile strength F1= 212 MPa reported by
DeRienzo [90] and (ii) the tensile strength F1= 180 MPa reported by Buchanan et al [98].
The constant D was calculated using the shear strength F6 = 33 MPa reported by
DeRienzo [90]. Solid lines in Figure 42 represent the Tsai-Hill failure envelopes
calculated using the two values of constant A.
The Tsai-Wu failure criterion is given by [2]:

fiσ i + fijσ iσ j =
1

(11)

For the case of tension-torsion, the equation (13) reduces to:

f1σ 1 + f11σ 12 + f 66τ 62 =
1

(12)

where σ1 is the axial stress and τ6 is the shear stress and the constants f1, f11, and f6 are
determined as:

1
1
1
1
f1 =
− ;       f11 =;        
f 66 =
F1t F1c
F1t F2 c
F62

(13)

The tensile strength values of F1t = 212 MPa (from DeRienzo [90]) and F1t = 180 MPa
(from Buchanan et al [98]) were used to calculate two values of f1. Compressive strength
F1c = 133 MPa and shear strength F6 = 33 MPa (from DeRienzo [90]) were also used.
Dashed lines in Figure 42 represent the Tsai-Wu failure envelopes calculated using the
two values of constant f1.
As seen in Figure 42, the failure stresses obtained in tension-torsion tests for the
N720/AS composite appear to follow a trend similar to those predicted by the Tsai-Hill
and Tsai-Wu failure theories. Further comments on the efficacy of these or any other
failure theories in representing failure of the N720/AS composite should be reserved until
considerably more experimental data are available. It is particularly recommended, that
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more accurate values of tensile strength, compressive strength and shear strength be
obtained from multiple additional tests. It is also recommended that effects of fiber
architecture (i. e. involute lay-up vs. 0/90 cross-ply) on tensile, compressive and shear
strengths be investigated.
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Figure 42. A comparison between experimental and predicted failure envelopes for
N720/AS composite under combined tension-torsion. Failure stress values from
DeRienzo [90] and Buchanan et al [98] are also included.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations
The creep behavior in interlaminar shear of N720/AS composite was investigated
and interlaminar shear properties measured at 1100°C in laboratory air. Double notch
shear specimens were employed. The interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) was 7.65 MPa.
The creep-rupture behavior was characterized for interlaminar shear stresses ranging
from 2 MPa to 6 MPa. The influence of steam environment was assessed in creep tests
performed at 1100°C in steam. In air as well as in steam, the composite exhibits primary
and secondary creep regimes at creep stresses below 6 MPa. In contrast, at 6 MPa tertiary
creep regime was also observed in both environments. Creep run-out defined as 100 h at
creep stress was not achieved in air or in steam. Larger creep strains were accumulated at
a given creep stress in steam than in air. Secondary creep rates obtained in steam were
also higher than those produced in air. Surprisingly, creep lifetimes were longer in steam
than in air. Longer creep lifetimes obtained in steam are attributed to localized
densification and strengthening of the aluminosilicate matrix caused by coarsening of the
matrix porosity at 1100°C in steam.
The ultimate compressive strength (UCS) of the N720/AS composite was
measured in a limited number of compression tests to failure performed at room
temperature in laboratory air. The average UCS value was 132.5 MPa and the average
compressive failure strain was 0.14%. The UCS value represents a critical composite
property required for failure prediction using the Tsai-Wu failure theory.
Exploratory tension-torsion tests of thin-walled tubular specimens were
performed at room temperature in laboratory air. The tubular N702/AS specimens were
fabricated using a novel involute ply lay-up. The thin-walled tubular specimens were
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tested in combined tension-torsion to failure with three different stress ratios: 1:4, 1:1 and
1:2. The axial and shear failure stresses obtained in the combined tension-torsion tests
and the UCS values determined in compression to failure tests were plotted together with
data from literature in the σyy-τxy coordinate space. The experimental failure envelope
was compared with predictions obtained using the Tsai-Hill and Tsai-Wu failure theories.
The experimental values appear to exhibit a trend consistent with the Tsai-Hill and TsaiWu failure envelopes. However, due a very limited amount of experimental data, no
definitive conclusions regarding the applicability of the aforementioned failure theories to
representing multiaxial failure of the N720/AS composite can be made at this time.
Future efforts should focus on augmenting the experimental data produced in this
research effort. Additional DNS specimens should be tested in creep in interlaminar shear
to validate the results presented above. Multiple specimens should be tested per test
condition. Additional results would permit better evaluation of the stress exponents and
associated creep mechanisms. A more detailed analysis of the composite microstructure
is needed to understand the mechanisms behind the matrix changes occurring under load
at 1100°C in steam.
Further testing of thin-walled tubular specimens is needed. In addition to
obtaining additional results under combined tension-torsion loading, it is imperative that
the effects of fiber architecture (involute lay-up vs traditional 0/90 cross-ply) on basic
tensile, compressive and shear strength properties be studied. Testing additional
specimens, and performing multiple tests per test condition will provide better
experimental basis for formulating a multiaxial failure criterion as well as for assessing
the applicability of existing failure theories.
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Appendix A: Procedures

Monotonic Compression to Failure of DNS Specimens

Monotonic Compression to Failure of Straightsided Specimens
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Biaxial Loading of Tension-Torsion Thin Walled Tubes

DNS Specimens tested in Interlaminar Compressive Creep
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Appendix B: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 1
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Appendix C: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 2
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Appendix D: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 3
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Appendix E: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 4
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Appendix F: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 5
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Appendix G: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 6
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Appendix H: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 7
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Appendix I: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 8
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Appendix J: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 9
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Appendix K: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 10
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Appendix L: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 11
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Appendix M: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 12
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Appendix N: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 13
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Appendix O: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 14

Appendix P: Optical Micrographs of Specimen 15
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Appendix Q: SEM Images of Specimen 1 – DNS Compression to
Failure in Air at 1100oC
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Appendix R: SEM Images of Specimen 5 – DNS Creep at 6 MPa in Air at 1100oC.
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Appendix S: SEM Images of Specimen 9 – DNS Creep at 2 MPa in Air at 1100oC.
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Appendix T: SEM Images of Specimen 11 – DNS Creep at 6 MPa
in Steam at 1100oC.
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Appendix U: SEM Images of Specimen 13 – DNS Creep at 2 MPa
in Steam at 1100oC.
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